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2018 was a landmark year for building expertise and growth throughout our Group, after
consolidating new business partnerships. The Hallmaker Group, jointly owned by Truls
Torgersen and the Haldorsen family, has continued to establish itself as the umbrella
company for a number of successful businesses in the fabric and steel building industry.
We have continued to further define and develop our five core business areas and our
expanding portfolio of innovative structures and associated products and services. These
include Rubb Building Systems (fabric structure specialist companies in Norway, UK, USA,
Sweden and Poland), Hallmaker AS steel building solutions, RentHall (rental), Plamek
Building Services (construction and maintenance) and ArqDesign (balcony solutions).
There has been a strong order increase in each of our Operating Companies’ domestic
markets and we have been working on product development to suit our clients’ needs.
We have completed some exciting projects over the last 12 months. We have also seen
demand rise for our innovative fabric structures in the international aviation market.
The Turkish Airlines project has been a remarkable collaborative project for the Rubb
Group. Rubb UK was involved in the early sales process and securing the contract for
the 82.3m (270ft) x 87.5m (287ft) x 9.8m (32ft) hangar, after first meeting the client at
a trade show. Rubb USA engineered and oversaw the project. Rubb Norway provided
the advanced Tekla® program modelling and Rubb Poland produced the Thermohall®
cladding. The steel was produced in Turkey by Modul Celik, with cooperation and
oversight from Rubb USA. Finally Hallmaker helped with the installation.
This type of collaborative enterprise demonstrates the Rubb
Group’s capability to take on complex projects globally.
All of us at Rubb hope this high profile project will further
strengthen Rubb’s reputation as a world leader in the
aviation hangar and cargo warehouse market.

Durability: Our steel frames are post fabrication
hot-dip galvanized, providing maintenance free
structures with an unlimited life span. Our PVC
fabric is strong and durable.
Relocatability: Although our buildings normally
serve as permanent structures, they have the
added benefit of being efficiently relocatable.
Reliability: Rubb building range products meet
all applicable building codes and can take all
wind and snow loads relevant to the location
where they are erected.
Lower maintenance costs: Compared to both
conventional buildings and lower quality fabric
clad buildings.
Fire safety: In the event of a fire the PVC fabric
melts away from the heat source and prevents
the flames from spreading via the PVC. This
self-venting capability reduces the risks to
personnel and optimizes the structure’s chance
of surviving a fire.

Environmentally friendly: Rubb buildings are
pre-fabricated with most of the labour input
being done in a factory environment, where it is
easier to minimise waste of materials. Steel and
PVC are also 100 per cent recyclable.
After sales service: Rubb has skilled
technicians who can quickly respond to any
after sales service requirement by a customer,
world-wide.

Rune Martini | CEO Rubb Group AS
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Robust construction and quality: Rubb
buildings are solidly built. We are market leaders
with regard to capability and reliability and it is
our mission to maintain that position.

Translucency - energy savings, superior
lighting quality: The translucent nature of the
fabric used to clad uninsulated buildings allows
light to penetrate, preventing dark corners
and shadowing which can occur with artificial
lighting.

In 2019 we will take our new global strategy forward,
increasing collaboration between group companies, across
core business areas. We will strive to further strengthen
Rubb’s status in key markets, while maintaining our strong
position in our domestic markets. We will also enhance our
focus on product development to secure future value-added
solutions and strong services for all our customers.
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RAISING THE BAR
A Rubb custom designed structure went
on an offshore adventure after being lifted
aboard a ship to provide cover for wind
turbine blade maintenance work.
The building was moved via crane from
the dockside onto an offshore vessel. The
custom designed building will support
improvement and upgrade operations to
wind turbine blades off the Kent coast in
the outer Thames Estuary.
This offshore building project was the
result of a direct request from a company
that delivers integrated solutions for the
offshore industry.
The company was investigating a wind
turbine blade improvement and upgrade
solution, which would utilise its offshore
jack-up vessels.
To make the operation cost effective and
efficient, the wind turbine blades had to be
modified out at sea and under cover.
Doing this would save the time and money
usually taken to transport the blades back
to shore, and it would resolve the high risk
of personnel doing the modifications up at
height.
After working closely with the Rubb design
team, a viable concept was created.

excellence in engineering

Rubb provided a solution by designing
and constructing a bespoke structure on
board the specially designed vessel. The
new blade improvement facility was fully
constructed on the dockside, then lifted
with the a 1000-tonne crane into position
onto a specially designed platform.
The Rubb custom designed, wind turbine
blade building measures 22.3m (73.2ft)
wide x 20m (65.6ft) long x 5.5m (18ft)
high. This bespoke offshore structure is
designed in line with SOLAS to specific
wind and snow loads to withstand the
extreme conditions of the North Sea.
The facility comes complete with three
2-tonne AFT doors to create a climate
controlled internal production area. The
doors will allow three 58.8m long B58 wind
turbine blades to protrude at 19m from
the end of the blade, while maintaining a
weather-proof seal.
To enhance the internal working
environment, the structure is insulated with
Rubb’s 150mm (6in) thick Thermohall®
cladding, producing a U-Value of 0.25
W/m2K. High Lux level lighting has been
installed, along with a suitable heating
and ventilation system to provide a
temperature performance of +18 to +25
°C and to make sure humidity does not
exceed 80 per cent.
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INDUSTRY
New climate controlled storage warehouse aids
expansion plans at Grøntvedt Pelagic, Norway
Grøntvedt Pelagic, one of Norway’s
leading producers of herring, chose Rubb
as the supplier for their new warehouse at
Ørland in Sør Trøndelag.
Rubb delivered a 30m (98.4ft) x 108m
(354.3ft) x 5m (16.4ft) hall, insulated with
150mm (6in) Glava pro 34 insulation.
The facility is divided into two areas with
a partition and is used for maturing and
storage of barrels of herring prior to export.
Grøntvedt has expanded with an additional
30m x 152m x 5m Thermohall with the same

insulation thickness, and two partitions
inside. The partitions are all supplied with
100mm (4in) insulation.
The buildings are energy efficient, with a
quick construction time and are perfect for
this kind of storage.
“The halls are excellent for our needs
and are of a quality we know we will
benefit from for a long time. They keep
the required temperature consistently,
even on hot summer days.”
Alexander Grøntvedt | Production
Manager | Grøntvedt Pelagic AS

The benefits of Thermohall®
•

Insulated panels include outer weather liner, integral
glass wool insulation and inner liner

•

System provides a full vapour seal, greatly reducing
infiltration losses compared to other insulation
systems

•

U-value flexibility: Thermohall® can provide different
levels of insulation value, adaptable to customer
needs and environmental conditions

•

Insulated panels completely cover the structural frame
to minimise thermal bridging. This greatly reduces
the condensation on framing members and improves
insulation efficiency

•

The system leaves the structural frame exposed
internally, allowing for more efficient installation and
service of electrical and mechanical equipment

•

Roof and interior surfaces are provided in high gloss
white to reduce solar load on the outside and increase
reflectance within the building

•

Factory pre-fabrication offers significant labour
savings on site and greatly reduces installation time

•
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Rubb Thermohall® buildings are fully and easily
relocatable

excellence in engineering

U-Values (R-Values) US approximate equivalent
Thickness

U Value(SI) W/m2K

R Value ft2-°F-hr/BTU

50mm (2in)

0.67 W/m2K

R11

100mm (4in)

0.36 W/m2K

R19

150mm (6in)

0.25 W/m2K

R27

200mm (8in)

0.19 W/m2K

R35
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‘Advantage Rubb’ following
completion of tennis facility
Rubb has confirmed its place as a major
player in the sport sector after constructing
a 38m (125ft) x 69m (226ft) BVE to house
indoor tennis courts for the James River
Country Club in Virginia.
The structure is equipped with indirect
LED lighting for evening play and has
a translucent PVC roof to allow plentiful
daylight for daytime play.
The indirect LED lighting reflects off the

white PVC to reduce glare and to create
near perfect playing conditions.
State-of-the-art USTA approved blue
courts, with green boundary areas,
replicates tournament tennis facilities to
give players a competitive advantage.
According to Tennis Pro Brian Hogge:
“We love our Rubb building! It has taken
weather out of the equation and catapulted
our tennis program to new heights.”

SPORT
Rubb kick starts leisure improvements to Alan
Higgs Centre with new indoor sports facility
Rubb won a contract to deliver an indoor
football training facility for Coventry and
Warwickshire Awards Trust (CAWAT).

came to Rubb with a vision to develop the
football training facilities to include an allweather indoor structure.

2.4m (7.9ft) high internal rebound boards
and a divisional and ball stopping netting
system.

As part of major improvements to the Alan
Higgs Centre, Rubb UK has supplied a
state-of-the-art 47.5m (155.8ft) wide x 67m
(219.8ft) long training facility, which will be
used by the local community, schools and
Coventry City Football Academy.

Rubb Sales Executive Stephnie Coyle
advised CAWAT how to create the ideal
playing environment. Together they visited
the West Bromwich Albion Indoor Facility
where the guests declared: “The facility
looked much younger than 12 years old.”

The pitch specification is the latest SISTurf
Soccer Pro 50 synthetic including 15mm
insitu shock pad, creating the best surface
and training environment to help bright
young stars to progress.

The Alan Higgs Centre is operated by
CV Life, which provides a wide range of
sporting, recreational, educational and
social activities to community groups and
individuals within Coventry.

Experiencing the atmosphere of a Rubb
structure first-hand gave the client team
the confidence to proceed with a Rubb
sports facility.

The centre is currently undergoing
refurbishment of the existing facilities,
with a new £13.5m million Olympic-sized
swimming pool and a newly resurfaced
outdoor 3G pitch, which will sit alongside
the new Rubb indoor football training
facility.
Talks with the Coventry and Warwickshire
Awards Trust (CAWAT) and CV Life teams
started back in 2017, when representatives
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Steph commented: “I have enjoyed being
part of the design and build programme
of the project, through its development
stages and on to the construction phase.
It will be great to see the facility complete
and in use alongside the rest of the Alan
Higgs Centre development.”
The Rubb super structure is designed
to accommodate a FIFA standard 60m
(196.9ft) x 40m (131.2ft) football pitch with
a run-off perimeter. This is surrounded by

The structure stands 12.9m (42.3ft) high at
its apex and comprises a galvanized steel
frame to protect it against corrosion and a
white translucent PVC-clad roof to allow
natural daylight to illuminate the interior.

attitude of Rubb has ensured a smooth
delivery of the building.” Foundation work
on the site started on June 18th, 2018
and as of Monday 24th of September
all steelwork was in position. The PVC
cladding was complete by the end of
October 2018.
This fast pace construction procedure
is one of many advantages of a Rubb
prefabricated modular designed facility.

Completing the building specification is
sidewall steel cladding, specialised sport
lighting with motion sensors, large sidewall
gutter systems, eight fresh air louvres and
multiple access doors and equipment
doors.

In relation to the development of the site
at the Alan Higgs Centre, Paul Breed went
on to comment: “The construction of the
indoor pitch alongside the development
of the Olympic sized swimming pool and
resurfacing of the outdoor all weather
pitch, means that the Alan Higgs Centre
will be one of the largest community sports
villages in the West Midlands – it is an
exciting time!”

Paul Breed, CEO of CV Life commented:
“We are delighted to work with Rubb
Buildings Ltd on the construction of the
indoor pitch at the Alan Higgs Centre. The
expertise, professionalism and positive

The custom designs, speed of construction
and durable, cost effective operation of
Rubb sports buildings provide worldwide
sporting sectors, clubs, schools and other
organisations with a competitive edge.

www.rubb.com

excellence in engineering
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Upgrade for
OKC hangars
Hangar upgrades are set to help an
Oklahoma City airport expand aviation and
MRO services.
Rubb USA has helped to expand OKC’s
maintenance and repair capabilities by
attaching two new fabric covered hangar
extensions onto existing hangars.
Will Rogers Airport in Oklahoma City was
facing a challenge: How to modernize
existing older hangars and expand the
airport’s ability to service larger planes?
This all needed to be done on a limited
budget and within a tight timeline.

AVIATION
Group collaboration for Turkish Airlines takes off
The new airport in Istanbul, Turkey, was
planned as the largest in the world, with
an annual 150 million passenger capacity
in its last planned expansion stage, while
remaining upgradable to handle 200
million annual passengers if required in
the future.
Rubb has been a part of this massive
undertaking, building a large hangar for
Turkish Airlines. The 82.3m (270ft) x 87.5m
(287ft) x 9.8m (32ft) AVC type structure
was in its final stages of completion
in December 2018 and will provide
maintenance and repair services (MRO)
for Turkish Airlines Cargo.

The hangar (pictured) is equipped with
50mm Rubb Thermohall® insulation
cladding, along with an LED lighting
system and a full HVAC system. The
structure also includes a 71.9m (236ft) x
19.8m (65ft) Megadoor entry system.

the advanced Tekla® program modelling.
Our partners at Hallmaker (Rubb parent
company) helped with installation and the
steel was produced in Turkey by Modul
Celik with cooperation and oversight from
Rubb USA.”

States Rubb USA president Dave
Nickerson: “This has truly been an
internationally cooperative project for
Rubb: Rubb UK was involved in the early
sales process and securing the contract
after first meeting the client at MRO Europe.
Rubb USA engineered and oversaw the
project, while Rubb Poland produced the
Thermohall® and Rubb Norway provided

Group CEO Rune Martini added: “This type
of collaborative enterprise demonstrates
the Rubb Group’s capability to take on
complex projects globally.
“All of us at Rubb hope this high profile
project will further enhance Rubb’s
reputation as a world leader in the aviation
hangar and cargo warehouse market.”

Enter Rubb Building Systems of Sanford,
Maine. With design help from Oklahoma
based FSB Architects and Engineers, a
plan to provide the airport with needed
hangar modernization and added space in
the form of two steel framed, fabric covered
hangar extensions was devised.
The Rubb hangar extensions measure
45.7m (150ft) wide by 27.1m (89ft) long
for Hangar A and 13.7m (45ft) long for
Hangar B. Both hangars have 9.1m (30ft)
legs and are engineered to support threepanel Assa-Abloy Megadoors.
“What

a challenge!” proclaimed Rubb Head
Engineer Gary Sutryn. “In my 35 years
here at Rubb, this was one of our more
challenging projects.”
The challenges surrounding a publicly
funded project are always difficult.
However, Rubb has worked with both FSB
and Megadoor on complex projects in the
past, which provided plenty of expertise.
“We always love a challenge,” states
Rubb President Dave Nickerson. “This
was an intricate project requiring precise
engineering, all combined with working
cooperatively with a GC, architect, the state
of Oklahoma and the Airport Commission.

At the end of the day the results have
everyone smiling.”
Many airports across America are facing
similar challenges - how to expand services
and facilities within a taxpayer-friendly
budget.
According to Rubb Sales Executive Sean
Hickey: “Rubb’s ability to flexibly adapt our
structures allows airports such as OKC to
modernize and upgrade services. Rubb’s
engineering and highly professional
installation team were able to bring
together the new with the old… a win-win
for the airport, the tenant (AAR) and the
taxpayer.”

Top-flight support for Sanford Seacoast Airport
Sanford/Seacoast Regional Airport, the fourth busiest airport in
Maine, recently engaged Rubb to engineer and provide a multi
purpose fabric facility, to house snow removal equipment, a
maintenance area and sand shed.
“Rubb has a good relationship with our local airport (Rubb is
located in Airport Industrial Park) and we have always wanted to
provide a building for the airport,” states Rubb Marketing Manager
Chuck Auger.
“When the City of Sanford, ME, along with airport management,
approached Rubb about conceptually designing and engineering
a multi-purpose fabric facility, Rubb was all in.”
The aviation building is 18.3m (60ft) x 36.6m (120ft) x 6m (19.7ft),
with office space, bathroom facilities, a 2nd floor mezzanine and
multiple bays for equipment storage, along with a maintenance
area and a radiant heated sand storage area.
“This one building takes care of all the immediate needs of the
airport’s administration, maintenance, and operations, while
also being designed to accommodate future expansion,” adds
Auger. “Our buildings, though often perceived to be basic fabric
storage facilities, can be adapted and designed to service many
purposes.”
“Rubb has been wonderful to work with and were very open to
many of my design ideas; this building is truly custom,” asserts
Sanford Airport manager Allison Rogers.
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“Rubb took this ‘hybrid’ challenge head-on and worked closely
with a local architectural firm.” This Sanford Airport structure has
been engineered to withstand the very heavy local snow load
(70 psi) and will be cladded with Rubb’s patented Thermohall®
insulation system. This building is incredibly well built and rugged.
“We are excited to have an innovative project to show off in our
backyard,” states Rubb President Dave Nickerson. “The Sanford/
Seacoast Regional Airport is a former WWII Naval Air Station and
is locally best known to be the landing destination of Air Force
One during the Bush Presidencies.”
Rubb USA has been engineering, manufacturing and installing
tension membrane structures since 1983.
9
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Makeover for
28-year-old
marine building

Offshore
building
provides shelter
on oil platform

Rubb UK has been supporting Princess
Yachts with the construction and recladding of a 28-year-old Rubb NV storage
building.
Princess Yachts is at the forefront of British
yacht building. Based on the edge of the
English Channel in Plymouth, Princess
Yachts was established in 1965, and now
operates as a shipyard covering over 1.1
million square feet.
Princess Yachts had purchased a second
hand Rubb building, which was originally
manufactured in 1989. The Rubb Service
and
Maintenance
team
inspected,
modified, re-constructed and re-covered
the structure to support Princess Yachts’
growing storage needs.
This project only took the Rubb team
five weeks to complete, from order to
completion. This included the inspection
to assess and plan the project.
Then the door steelwork was manufactured,
along with the new PVC cladding. The
Rubb construction team then carried out
the work to restore the building back to a
fully functional storage facility.

MARINE
The Rubb NV structure measures 12m
(39.4ft) wide x 27m (88,6ft) long, with a
7m (23ft) high sidewall. The high sidewalls
ensure that this is an ideal building type
for the marine environment and storage of
vessels.
Rubb Service Manager Henry RobinsonMoore commented: “This project for
Princess Yachts has shown the quality of
Rubb structures. After being in a marine

environment for 28 years, subject to all
the elements, this building has ended
up looking like brand new and ready for
another 28 years of service.”
All structural steelwork was hot dip
galvanized, post production, to BS EN ISO
1461, providing a consistent zinc finish on
exposed and inside surfaces to prevent
corrosion. Protection by galvanizing has
been proven to last in excess of 30 years.

Sustainable transport building supports Alstom
‘Executed perfectly’ was the feedback the
Rubb site crew received from the staff at
Alstom following the successful completion
of a transport building project.
Rubb designed, manufactured and
constructed a 5.5m (18ft) x 30.5m (100ft)
x 6.1m (20ft) transfer cover for moving
subway cars from one bay to another.

Rubb’s
ongoing
‘Rubb
Difference’
campaign focusses on supporting the
client with expert knowledge and integrity.
The campaign highlights the key questions
to ask before starting any fabric building
project.
At its heart is dedication to sustainable and
recyclable materials, quality, engineering,
safety and environmental codes.

Rubb also strives to ensure structures are
adaptable and reusable, providing greater
longevity to suit customers’ long-term
plans.
Marketing
Manager
Chuck
Auger
commented: “This is another well
executed, complicated and challenging
project completed by Rubb USA. At Rubb
we always aim to exceed expectations.”

Alstom is a worldwide leader in integrated
transport systems and offers a range of
transportation solutions and services in the
transport sector. The company is currently
working on overhauling the famous Green
Line trolley cars from Boston.

The insulated structure provides a warm,
secure and comfortable welfare facility for
offshore employees.
Aker Solutions specialises in products,
integrated systems and services across
the oil and gas industry in countries
worldwide. The firm contacted Rubb
Buildings Ltd looking for an insulated
structure to be installed on an oil rig off the
coast of Peterhead, Scotland. End user,
energy giant Statoil, delivers oil, gas and
wind power to millions of people around
the globe.
The 9.1m (29.9ft) span x 12.6m (41.3ft)
long RDS shelter was designed for
rapid deployment and erection using a
minimum workforce and without the aid of
mechanical handling equipment.
The shelter can be easily installed in the
most challenging of locations. Rubb site
supervisor Trevor Sarginson participated
in a number of rigorous training sessions

The second year of operation has been
fruitful for Rubb Poland and saw the
completion of three Thermohall projects.
All the structures are designed for storage
purposes, but each of them will be used for
a different industry.

The walls and the roof are covered with
100mm (4in) insulated cladding. To make
the best use of the storage space, the roller
shutter door is mounted in the gable wall
with a fire access door installed to the right.
www.rubb.com

ahead of the installation on the platform
located in the North Sea.
Ståle Sagvaag, Offshore Completion
Manager, Mariner Project, at Statoil
said: “We are very happy with the Rubb
structure.
Traditionally we use covered scaffolding,
which is both more expensive and requires
servicing every 14 days. This alternative
solution, including adherence to local
regulations, would be great to roll out
across this industry sector. The comfort
levels are significantly better than what we
were previously using.”

provide an accessible and comfortable
facility where employees can enjoy some
downtime. This particular shelter was also
designed to suit the high wind loads of
the location. As the project developed we
worked very closely with Aker Solutions to
ensure the design and installation met with
the client’s and end users’ requirements.”

Sales Manager Andy Knox added:
“The building features our standard
galvanized steel frame and is clad with our
Thermohall® insulated cladding system,
with a U-Value of 0.67 W/m2K. This helps

Three is the magic number for Thermohall® in Poland

The first Thermohall® of 1000 sqm is
situated in the industrial area of Łódz and
provides a spacious storage building for an
LED screen manufacturer. The warehouse
measures 20m (65.6ft) wide x 50m (164ft)
long with an eaves height of 4m (13.1ft).
The hall is made entirely of white PVC.

Sustainable mobility is at the heart of
Alstom’s activities and projects. Alstom
products and solutions are developed
with sustainability throughout, from design
and sourcing, to retirement. Rubb USA
was a perfect fit for this business model,
with a dedication to sustainable solutions
and emphasis on doing things right and
responsibly.
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Rubb stepped up to design and build a
Rapid Deployment Shelter on an offshore
oil platform for Aker Solutions and end
user Statoil.

excellence in engineering

Rubb Poland’s second Thermohall project
for 2018 is also located in central Poland.
The 600sq m (6458.4sq ft) storage hall has
been installed in Ksawerów and will store
upholstery fabrics, as well as sportswear
and shoe textiles. The structure is insulated
with 100mm (4in) Thermohall® fabric.
Access to the warehouse is possible
through two sectional gates measuring
3m (9.8ft) x 3m (9.8ft), and two fire access
doors. The interior gains natural light via six
windows mounted on the sidewalls.
The final Thermohall® warehouse is
located in Gizycko, also known as the
Polish capital of sailing and yachting.
Situated in the Masurian Lake District, the
hall is going to be used as a winter garage

for boats. The winter weather conditions in
the Masurian area are usually quite severe,
therefore the client requested Thermohall®
with 150mm (6in) insulation for better
protection for the boats.
The building measures 24m (78.7ft) x
40m (131.2ft), with an eaves height of 6m
(19.7ft). It is equipped with two sectional
doors measuring 6m (19.7ft) x 6m (19.7ft).
They are placed in opposite gable walls,
providing easy and safe access to the
boats and facilitating maintenance and
parking manoeuvres. Eight windows help
provide natural lighting within the structure.
The interest in Rubb’s Thermohall® system
in Poland is constantly growing, especially
in the production industry, where safe and
efficient storage of goods is necessary.
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‘Efficient’ rebuild for Northeast Building Supply
In January 2015, Northeast Building Supply
lost their facility and a lot of equipment in
a fire.

Rubb supports local
automotive drive with
new storage warehouse

For the past three years the company has
been searching for a solution to re-open
the yard.
Jan Cohen, CFO and LLC Manager for
Northeast Building Supply, explains:
“Rubb provided us with a plan. Not only
is the new building 50 per cent larger than
the one we lost, it was installed on time,
delivered perfectly with all equipment to
complete the installation.

Leading automotive plastic component supplier Nifco UK called on
Rubb to design and construct a custom storage building solution.
Nifco UK is based close to Rubb in Stockton-on-Tees, and has been
in business since 1967, formerly known as Elta Plastics Ltd. Nifco
is a global company employing over 10,000 people in 17 countries.
The company specialises in designing and manufacturing plastic
components for the global automotive industry, which are used in
the interior, exterior and engines of vehicles.

The structure is very substantial and
efficiently holds all our racking and
products. Bob Normandeau, our (Rubb)
representative and the entire team were
absolutely professional and easy to deal
with… I look forward to working with the
company again.”

Rubb supplied Nifco UK with a custom designed structure to
maximise available space. The storage warehouse measures
28.3m (92.8ft) wide x 48m (157.5ft) long with an eaves height of
6.5m (21.3ft) for the clearance of lorries and internal racking units.
The building was also designed with two fire access doors and a
guttering system. With the building construction being so close to
an existing canopy, the Rubb team had to make sure the space in
between the buildings was weather tight, with a PVC fabric, sealed
termination cover.

The Rubb BVE warehouse structure
features a span of 18.3m (60ft) and
measures 40.5m (133ft) long, with a
sidewall height of 5m (16.4ft) and is located
at Cornwall, CT.
The storage warehouse is also equipped
with an LED lighting systems and high
quality Cookson door systems. It will be
used to store and process lumber.
Northeast Building Supply is focused
on supplying the professional building
trade, architects, and home improvement
12

industry with quality products and services.
Rubb’s ability to provide an affordable
solution in a timely manner has once again
created a happy customer.

Rubb wishes the people at Northeast
Building Supply much success and
looks forward to helping them grow their
business.
www.rubb.com

The steel frame of the building is hot dip galvanized after production
to eliminate any chance of corrosion. The frame comes with a 25year warranty and the PVC coated, light weight fabric cladding
requires very low maintenance and comes with a manufacturers’
warranty of 10 years.
While constructing the new Rubb storage facility, the team worked
around the normal day-to-day running of the Nifco business. As
well as serving as a pallet storage facility, the building has two
excellence in engineering

6m (19.7ft) wide x 6m (19.7ft) high openings at each end to
accommodate the entrance and exit of the transport through
road. As the structure was being built across a busy area of the
business, the Rubb team needed to adapt the building plan to fit
in with working hours and area usage to cancel out any downtime.
The Rubb team worked closely with Nifco plant engineering
manager Jim Bell, to make sure the proposed structure was going
to be the perfect solution for Nifco’s pallet storage needs.
Jim said: “There were a number of reasons why Nifco went with
a Rubb structure. The design of the building and the way it was
manufactured demonstrated that this structure was built with
longevity in mind.
“The building is easily adaptable to accommodate accessories
needed for the building to perform. The Rubb company is local
to us in the North East, and like Rubb, Nifco is a firm believer of
supporting local business.”
13
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Defence on the agenda during factory tour

Rubb wins UK
MoD contract

Interns receive a warm welcome
Four Sanford vocational/technical students
have begun a summer internship at Rubb
USA. “We’re all having fun and learning
a lot,” says Rubb intern and Sanford High
School student Alyssa Decker about her
first week as a welding intern at Rubb.
Under the tutelage of Steel Shop Manager
Derek Gauvreau and Assistant Manager
Rob Lane, the four interns: Adreanna
Larivierre, Ben Harvey, Joe Wessling and
Alyssa Decker have commenced on a
summer long learning experience.

Sanford Vocational/Technical High School
has always had a reputation for producing
high quality and well prepared workers.
After some initial contact between school
administrators and Rubb Management, an
inaugural internship was developed with
plans of making this an annual opportunity.

For Rubb, the internship program is an
integral aspect of the company’s values
whereby Rubb’s success is dependent on
the collaborative, team-oriented working
relationships we have with our employees,
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Stuart Andrew, Minister for Defence
Procurement, said: “Rubb UK is a
great example of innovative and expert
British engineering that provides strong
investment in the North East and
contributes to UK Defence. This contract
demonstrates the MoD’s commitment to
industry throughout the four corners of the
UK and I welcome the continued supply of
this crucial defence equipment.”
Ian Hindmoor, Managing Director at Rubb
Buildings Ltd, added: “We are very proud
to be part of an industry that helps provide
equipment to support our troops at home
and in the field. Working with the MoD is
a long-standing relationship that we have
built up over many years. Winning this new
contract is a testament to all the staff here,
who are dedicated to helping meet the
needs of the defence sector and deliver
Urgent Operational Requirements.”

“I’m really impressed with the attitude
of doing everything the right way. The
welders here do it right and want to teach it
right… they really take pride in their work,”
states Joe Wessling.

Rubb HR Director Joe Hyatt explains:
“Clearly safety is our first concern with the
kids, but our guys have really embraced
the program and are enjoying sharing their
knowledge… it’s truly a win-win situation.”
The overall goal of the program is to
provide real world experience for these
local students and give them an advantage
when they enter the workforce.

Rubb has won a new two-year contract
with the UK Ministry of Defence. The new
contract will see Rubb continue to provide
military shelters, repairs, refurbishments,
spare parts, as well as Post Design
Services (PDS), where Rubb provides
support and solutions to any difficulties
associated with the infrastructure that
might be encountered in the field. The
single source contract is potentially worth
£9.5m and could be extended for an
additional year.

Rubb has recently fulfilled a five-year,
single source contract, with a value of
£6.86 million with the MoD. This ran
until October 2018. The new contract
strengthens the existing relationship and
ensures that Rubb will be able to continue
to provide vital equipment for the type of
activity being carried out by the MoD, at
any given time.

Defence Secretary Gavin Williamson has
been highlighting the benefits of defence
to local jobs and industry during a visit to
military hangar specialist Rubb Buildings
Ltd.
The Defence Secretary visited Rubb UK
in Gateshead to meet with staff and tour
the facility. Rubb is a global-leader in
innovative defence structures and hangars
for the military sector.
The company has been a long-standing
supplier to the UK Armed Forces, going
back to 1979 when the RAF tasked the
company to supply military buildings for
the world-famous Red Arrows.
Defence Minister Gavin Williamson said:
“It has been a pleasure to see the full
production line and a privilege to see the

projects Rubb has been involved in.
What’s so impressive is coming around
the factory and seeing all the work the
company does, not only for the RAF but
for all three armed services, making sure
they have the right type of equipment for
the type of activity being carried out at any
given time.
“It’s been interesting to learn that Rubb
has been supporting our armed forces for
more than forty years. It’s really lovely to
see the quality and craftmanship that goes
in to the work, matched with the company’s
ability to adapt quickly to different needs.
“It is really important to work well with
the whole supply chain to make sure the
right type equipment is developed and
designed for the next generation of fast
jets like the F35s and the future generation

of aircraft like the Tempest, which will go
into production in the early to mid 2020s.”
He added: “A strong defence industry
throughout the four corners of the UK
is crucial to our economy as well as our
national security, and Rubb UK is an
outstanding example of our world-leading
homegrown engineers in the North East.
“Their workers are part of some 700 jobs
we support in this area, and their pride in
making the homes for our world-class jets
and aircraft is clear to see.
“With this region benefitting from £100m
of defence investment and in line for more
business, it is playing a key role in ensuring
our Armed Forces have what they need
to protect our country from intensifying
threats.”

contractors and local communities. Rubb
strives to be a well-respected employer
and supports the efforts of local schools.
Rubb President Dave Nickerson adds:
“As a Sanford High grad, I am extremely
proud that Rubb is able to give back to the
community and provide real opportunities
for local students. I am also equally proud of
the staff here at Rubb for their enthusiastic
support of the intern program.”

www.rubb.com

excellence in engineering
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Design Engineer’s next chapter
Four years of hard work has paid off
for Rubb’s technical apprentice Liam
Whyatt, as he passed his NVQ Diploma in
Mechanical Engineering.
Liam’s journey started in the summer of
2014, after he applied for an apprenticeship
at Tyne North Training Ltd. After completing
assessments and the interview process, it
was clear to TNT that Liam’s future looked
bright in the field of Design Engineering.
TNT contacted Rubb Buildings Ltd and
secured an Engineering Technical Support
apprenticeship placement for Liam at the
age of 18. Liam started work at Rubb UK
in January 2015 alongside a full day at
college each week.
Over the past four years Liam has thrived
throughout the personal and professional
development of the ‘work while you learn’
system.
While at Rubb, Liam has grown from
supporting others on smaller projects to
managing large projects independently.

He said: “After working on smaller shelters
and getting to know the product, my
first big and stand-out project has to be
easyJet. It was amazing to be a part of the
team that designed the hangar and to visit
it, gave me a great sense of pride.
“More complex and testing projects that
stand out include a liftable structure that
needed to be secured to the deck of a
ship, and Aker Solutions, an offshore
welfare facility. I had to redesign the main
structure frame on this shelter to withstand
the insulated PVC cladding. All these
experiences have given me an amazing
hands-on experience to learn from.”
Graham Rutland, Design Office Manager,
commented: “Liam is able to organise his
tasks effectively to meet deadlines that are
set. He is always punctual, reliable and
hard working.”
As Liam looks towards to the future, Rubb
will support the young Design Engineer in
his next chapter of education, as he takes
on an HND in Mechanical Engineering.

Energising Research and Development plans
Rubb USA has renewed energy R&D following a successful solar
energy project. The fabric cladding on the south facing gable wall
of Rubb’s 14,500 sq ft Steel Shop was replaced with a 4-inch,
air plenum standing seam Polycarbonate glazing system, which
harvests solar heat in the form of hot air.
The solar heat, which delivers more than 8,000cfm of air volume at
+100°F, is distributed evenly throughout the 14,500 sq ft building
via a fabric ductwork system. The system can be incorporated into
a new structure or easily retro-fitted onto an existing Rubb building.

Combined with the highly efficient Rubb Thermohall® insulation
system, the overall result is an employee-friendly warm
environment, significant energy savings and a forward thinking
green solution. The overall solution, in partnership with Shift
Energy, is achieving an estimated five-year payback against
natural gas, due also in part to the efficiency of circulating trapped
air and storing heat using thermal mass. This is the unique part of
the Rubb/Shift solution.
Winters in southern Maine are extremely cold and snowy, yet on
a sunny, early March morning, with sub-freezing temperatures
outside, it was a balmy 75°F (24°C) inside the 24.4m (80ft) x 54.9m
(180ft) Rubb Thermohall® insulated structure; and the heating
system was not on.
The solar harvesting system has been automated into a
thermostat ‘microcontroller’ system which detects the amount of
energy (heat) being generated by the solar wall and adjusts the
building’s mechanical system accordingly. Performance data has
been gathered hourly on the system, helping track the benefits
of the Solar Harvesting system and the overall holistic building
solution. Early results show the combination of Shift’s solar heat
plus Rubb’s high performance envelope is achieving very close to
net-zero heating in an extremely cold climate. In support of Rubb’s
innovation, Efficiency Maine’s Commercial & Industrial Incentive
program also helped make the project possible, awarding Rubb
with funding for a portion of the project.
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